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•science, linguistics, psychology, comparative religion etc. All of
them have long experience of the Himalayan region and undc-r
standing of the Himalayan culture. They have depictcd their
experience and understanding about the people of the Himalayas
and their culture in these thought provoking and interesting
articles.

IV

My interest in bringing out this book on the Himalayas
is oftwo fold. One is to fill up the gap on the study ofthe
Himalayan culture and secondly to move a step ahead in
building a new discipline of the Himalayan studies.

Though I worked among the Lepcha and the Bhutia of
Darjeeling district as early as mid-sixties my actual Himalayan
study began in the first quarter of 1970 when I took up a
research project in Kinnaur district of Himachal Pradesh under
the auspiccs of the Anthropological Survey of India. Thereafter
I was involved directly or indirectly, in different other research
projects on the Western and the Central Himalayas. My experi
ence gave me this idea that the Great Himalayas stretching
from Jammu and Kashmir in the north-west to Arunachal
Pradesh in the north-east arc not well represented in the
anthropo-sociological literature. The lack of adequate anthropo-
sociologtcal materials on the Indian Himalayas has created a
gap in professional understanding of this region.

The second reason of my editing this book on the
Himalayas is to contribute a little towards building up a
discipJine of the Himalayan studies. The Great Himalayas have
a distinct culturc, a distinct entity, much different from th®
culture of the plains and even other hill people of other par'̂
of the world. This distinct culture of the Himalayas surviving
m pMr for centmes. requires to be studied
thoroughly and methodically. A multi-disciplinary approacb
would help in bringing out various facts of the Himalaya^
culture and help in buildine ud h* • t Himaiay
Studies. "uiiQing up the d.sciphne of the Himalayan

M. K.
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Responsibility and behaviour, towards each other in a
particular group denoted by a common term, varies according
to the degree of affinity and relationship. The term hosong.
apphed to the mother's cider brother, is also applied to the
father-in-law of both husband and wife.

Thus it appears that the maternal uncle enjoys similar
father-in-law and is entitled to accrtain portion

MRrft " ^ existence of cross-cousin marriage ofMBD type is hereby indicated.
parallel and cross-cousins are denoted by

wherTr" with the cross-cousin is permitted
alsrcon/n i is not only forbidden, but isalso considered a crime.

rent amongst the diffe-
withC.' ^"iation though all fa"withm the general framework of classificatory system.
C/an Organization

otiemt} organization shows that the two
on th classes, Wanghams and Wangpans are based
ToS ™;rd t • eta
groups as the it '=°"^®"'=ntly be called lineagegroups, as the very name of the clan signified the names of the

It Ts arSv^^uffact'lT'" descended.themseLfwTh the ^ ^bal people idenify
whom they belong. ancestors and the families to

Amongst the Maujan croun ♦ «
Wangjans and Panjans, corres'nonH- °
Wangpans respectively. The W • Wanghams aod
or lineage groups namely
bamjan and Sam'ahami, (the chief's dan), Khafflf
different clans, namely Wa Panjans have si"
Lo hamjan. Look hamian Nganam(ham)j3D:
these clans, the women of ^"^Jan and Poi hamjan.
hamjan and Poi hamian cut hamjan, U)°^At Pongchaw also the
and Pansas. The Wangsa gronnT ^groups, Wanga® j
Wangsu, Dok ham, Wanenanif ® namely Wangsa-

am and Ting loi-sajan, whereas

• "iiiUMy
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the Pansa group has only three—Wangpanjan, Agihamjan and
Wangnauhamjan.

A large number of clans are found amongst the Nijans,
the villages under the chiefs of Nimu. At Longkei, the chief's
groups has four main clans and the Pansa—seventeen. The
clans of the chief's group are, Wangham, Kamsa Wangham,
Kamsa Kamsa-ham, and Sinju-ham, and the Pansa clans are—
Baunu-ham, Paina-ham, Ganunu-ham, Gannu-ham, Hau fan
gan-ham, Khi-ham, Sang-ham, Kham-ham, Gi-ham, Sankoi-
ham, Khang-ham, Na-ham, Fangto-ham, Hamoi Napu-ham,
Khangnu pa-ham, Nagopa-ham and Khangpa-ham. Of these
Khangnu pa-ham, Gannu-ham, Sankoi-ham and Gi-ham are
regarded as superior clans amongst the Pansas.

Another peculiarity of the organization is found at Wakka.
Here the village has two divisions Singki and Singkhow. Besides
the main chief of the village, each division also has its own chief
called Singki Gangham and Singkhow Gangham respectively.
The people of the chief's group are called Gangsa, and the
commoners, Pansa. The Gangsa group has eleven clans, and
the Pansa, fourteen.

A study of the different clan groups reveals that the
Wancho clans can more conveniently be called lineage groups.
An analysis of the different clan names clarifies that the first
name indicates the name of the ancestor from whom the family
name is derived, the second word ham means house, and the last
word jan means the group rather than clan. For example,
Khama ham-jan means people of the Khama's house. Similar
is the case with all other jan names.

Moreover, if the two groups, Wang-jan and Panjan, are
taken as forming two lineage groups, all other smaller groups
can very well be considered as sub-lineages. There is sufficient
reason also to consider the smaller groups as sub-lineages
because one of the important characters found is that marriage
between Wangjan males and Panjan females can always take
place, but not conversely. Another factor is that these different
groups do not also possess a common plot of land—an important
feature to be considered in clan organization. Whatever may
be the case, it is important to note' that these groups regularise
the marriage organization of the Wanchos. There are particular
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tion observed by an expert. If the result is not favourable, the
ch.ld .8 not taken outside the house. The period upto 1ItU day
« genna for the chUd. Tte o? a eWd pmcA
,s considered abnormal. The genna period is called nan nwcha.

thp flap "of called nan thorn, is performed betwjen

f^^^fi tT by llie maternal grandparents
the unJ T- ? .he mother, and
unrrT h (mother's side) are specially invited. The
are entert'"®' Presentation. Theyare entertamed mih cooked rice, rice-beer and meat, for which
apg,skilled. The parents of the girl first put the rice in the
cnild s mouth.

On the following day, the girl goes to her parents' house
where a feast is arranged by the parents to feed her. It is »

hl^nn!^ see their daughter
^ "• '' """>S- Only afterthese t^wo ceremonies can the girl eat elsewhere. She returns

from her parents' house on the same day.

Marriage
In the Wancho society much freedom is oiven to young

'w'Jr"" "" Ofcl wl.hOU. »»..a .iHf=3eacVi other gerterany in ailCi me^
This unrestricted mixing helps ®young girls sleep'
lif«. The girls are, hLetr n" partners of
mm/;gs hut the boys usuafiv '. the boys
in private houses where (hey colle't^"'̂ " '̂̂ girl-We" ®
young people are at nblrt^f '! by the parents, thous''

their own choice.Rules of Marriage
Clan exogamy is th f f

marriage. Intra-clan m • '̂ ""'̂ ^•"^ntal and basic rule
crime. If any one violatL"'.l®® considered to be a serio^^
clan he will not only be !v within his
nated. Their clans are but also be extertf";

gamous, but the tribe itself is

Social Organization of the Wanchos 13

gamous, and marriages are mostly confined to the same village
excepting in the case of the chiefs, who by custom has to marry
at least one wife from another village.

Monogamy in the general rule, but polygynous marriage
is also prevalent among the chiefs. The polygynous marriage
appears to be to show the importance, personal influence and
power of the chief concerned, and to have enough hands to
work in the cultivable field. There is no restriction on the part
of the commoners in having more than one wife, though this
depends mainly on the economic condition of the person con
cerned. Besides, class-endogamy is also very apparent by which
a boy must marry a girl of his own status, else the children
will belong to a lower social class.

The children of the chief's families should normally marjy
into other chief's families in villages outside their own village
groups or jans. This rule, however, does not apply to any group
other than the Wanghams. The commoners are to marry from
their own village.

Types of Marriage
Marriage with cross cousins is the most favourite and

widely practised type. A man may marry his mother's brother's
daughter or father's sister's daughter, who by custom are consi
dered as potential mates. In the absence of a mother's brother's
daughter or father's sister's daughter, a youth selects his mate
from outside.

Widow marriage is prevalent but sororal polygyny is not
allowed. A man can marry the sister of his deceased wife, but
not during her life time.

Marriage by exchange of sisters is also prevalent and it is
considered to be the best type. This type of marriage is called
songlai-mainlai (Wakka).

Forms of Marriages
Negotiation between parents is the common form of

marriage in vogue amongst the Wanchos. Betrothal is done
during the young age of a girl. Examples of betrothal even
prior to delivery are also found in many cases, wMce the father
of both the boy and the girl extend their willingness.

A'.: - .-.r -
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constructed by the gampa. The corpse is wrapped in a picceol
cloth and the mat on which the dead person used to lie down
An wooden effigy called sapa is fixed near the tomb on whicK
the belonging of the deceased such as beads, hat, loin clotbt
dao, gun and spear are hanged. The articles of foods
utensils are hanged on the tomb itself. On the day followioR
the day of disposal, aceremony callcd lalau is performed,
feast IS arranged with rice, rice-beer and meat. Apig
mtlhtin IS killed for the purpose. All relatives and other pcrso#^
who attend the disposal are invited. On the day following
/atau ceremony, called gimtai, the relatives sit near the toio''
lor the whole day. In case of the chicf or his wife, the wb""
Village sit near the tomb.

After about one year, the skull-placing ceremony ca>'̂
go-c/wu is performed. The skull is taken out of the totn»'
washed carefully and burried underground at aplace call'"
gahng. Before burial, it is put inside an earthen pitcher. y

Rice-beer and other items of food are ofTercd to the sk"
on this day. Valuable articles such as gong, elephant tusk
beads are put mthe pit along with the skull. The pit is cove'
with a stone, over which a gun, a dao and a spear are kept-

Disposal of a Chiefs Dead Body
The dead body of achief is first kept near the house f"

about seven days. On the eighth day the skull is removed
a dao. The body part is taken to tP

head to a place called n/jfc/ran/-/ cemeteryvillage. It is then bould
flesh is removed and placed with u" 1° ^^^^hen pitcben

After ik. ', / " ccmetery. j
and kept on astone.^^h washed, c\c^ J
the skull. Side by side a7 ^^°ce and sing
/wftfen are killed. All viHaaT^ tf'
festival. Each villaee bri • chief come to jd ,,
tables and the like. Headf ff^th" "ce-beer, rice, ^
hanging at the f»yt-/ram Aft ^^crificcd animalsin astone pit. Valuable artijs ar!

In case of the chiefs of th^ J
ceremony caUed /«„» „„„„ .""B villages of each Jan,'""SPong^an,:s performed after si. or

N. I. T. LIBR
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Accn. No.
months. In this ceremony all the neighbouring villages, includ
ing big villages of other groups, are invited. This is a very big
festival performed for a deceased chief. Each village sends
presents of pig, buffalo and rice-beer and join the festival. Feast
ing, dancing and singing continues for several days. The dancers
put on their ceremonial dresses.

£>isposal in Abnormal Deaths
In abnormal, unnatural and accidental death, no ceremony

»s performed. The corpse is disposed of in the jungle. It is
trapped in a mat and tied to a tree in the jungle. All the per
sonal belongings of the deceased are thrown away or placed
together near the corpse. Nothing of his belongings is kept in the
house. No offering is made to him afterwards. In such cases,
the corpse is generally disposed of as soon as possible. In some
villages, after disposal of the corpse the fire in the hearth of the
house is extinguished and the fire is lit afresh.

At Wakka, a feast is arranged on the day following the
disposal even in abnormal cases. This is, however, not done in
other villages. This day is called gunku. A pig is killed, and the
gampa and taikia offer a portion of the meat and a share of the
meal to the deceased. The clan members are invited for the
feast.

The third day is called guntai. On this the whole village
observes genna and refrain from work. The members of the
deceased's family do not move out of thehouse.

A woman who dies at the time of delivery is disposed of in
3. similar manner. No precaution is taken in case of abnormal
deaths.

The Soulafter Death and its Destination
The Wanchos do not have a clear idea about the soul and

its destination after the death of aperson, but they^^^^^^^
there is some place where man goes to live
imaginary place is called junpu^ lompu oryu
believe, all the dead forefathers are living. Ac
Junpu is in the sky but the majority believe
earth. The soul is called It lives inside t
one sees in a dream the sab ofones forefather\W'(deceased

afts

to some,

manifidjf./Ifv

% I

JP

iiy
o

gXng^
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lives cotalu^ tvotae, out vj\VV die nw^ %ooxv, ot soS* L
one of the village will die. *

At Wakka, the people believe that the shadow of a
is his soul. It vanishes as soon as the person dies. The shadow
which they think to be the soul, is called sab. It dwells inside
the body so long a man is alive and at death goes to junpu^ ^
place under the earth. There are two paths through which ibc
sab goes. In normal cases the path is good but in abnorm^^
cases it takes a very bad path.

The sab comes out from junpii on the day after disposal
meet the parents, friends and relatives. At first its comes oUj
tromyw/;/7w in the shape of a man, but while crossing asrn'j'
river which they believe is on the way, it slips on a mossy sl'P'
pery stone and becomes a kite. So, when they see a kite fly'®®
over the village after the death ofa person, the members of
particular family throw some rice grains outside. In ease o
child the bird is very small.

There is a village at junpu, called aujum sia or
where the of different persons construct individual
and live, just as they lived in the earth. At junpuy
three rivers from where the sab takes water. The awW
the good river meant for the sab of good people, whil® ^^
ganrna siJin is for bad ones and the angon si jin is for disccaS^
ones, specially lepers.

There is astory about the existence of the village at
Once upon atime aman went to bring paddy from Aujut»
village While coming back he saw his pig was going towat''
the village following an old woman. He wenTnear the

zirsx"" Im"
.urJir. J • t'lk l" «">•
On re icWn° T and at her not talking to K
the w^t . ® had died. Then be if
after Sh the' i.t viHagl Soes to and lives it>
Morung Organization

Social Organization of the Wanchos 23

hunters, was the centre for training for the youths in the art of
fighting, OT for holding meetings and discussions tla&
villagers and also serving as guard houses to protect the village.
Since the abolishing of head-hunting, these mortoigs are becom
ing centres of recreation and sleeping houses of the bachelors. In
the old days each morung was equipped with all the available-
arms for fighting. The young boys of the village used to stay
there in ever-ready position ar.d guard the village from the*
attacks of the enemy.

Pa or Pau is the "Wancho word for the morung. Each
village has several morungs. It has been mentioned previously
that the Wancho villages are divided into two main divisions.
In many villages these divisions are again subdivided into a
number of smaller zones consisting of a few houses. These
smaller zones are called which is similar to the Assamese
word chvburi. Each jong in the village has got a morung. Thus
the number of morung indifferent villages varies from six to
eighteen, depending on the size and the number of houses mt e
village. The chief's morung is called the wanghcm-pa, htlovf
which are two morungs, panu and pass. The panu is the biggest
morung in avillage. In the wangham-pa, important discussions,
and meetings are held whereas at the pamt, all the heads collect
ed during head-hunting days are kept. In fact the chiet s
morung is asort of ^Darbar hair (assembly bouse) of the chiet.
IhQpanu is the main mormig where community meetmgs ana
similar other gatherings are held. The different morungs
named after the name of the jong.

Each morung of the Wanchos is well decorated with
various wood-carvings and heads ofbulfalloes an ot er anim
billed on various occasions. But all the people give more
attention to decorate the wangham pa and thepanu.

There are small raised bamboo platforms constructed for
sleeping purposes. In many morungs small compartments are
made where the sleeping platforms are arranged mrows ana
stairs, one over the other just like ashelf. This can, in fact, be
called sleeping shelf. , j

There are several fire places around which the
in many cases the old men also sit and gossip in groups,
exchange their thoughts and experiences, hear a ven u

• • -'-f
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stories from the old people and Icarn different arts and crafts
mt e morimg. On the rear side ofthe morimg is a well screened
place which serve the purpose a latrir.e.

In the panu morungs, the human skulls are kept in a parti-

and somTimr T in rows on some bamboo shelf,and sometimes dumped ma heap.
youth of the morimg stay there in,0 guard the monmg as well as the village. If any

accident occurs during the watch of aparticular batch of young
men, either m the village or in any of the houses under that

fineT '̂ all the guards are scverelly dealt with and heavUy
rallv

L reJrirt ^ I"" thers is
childrlr ar^ / n ''' exccptiD?
farof con? the„/ Only on .be

•enter for the n" ^ girls and womeO
Tn tL^day distributing food at tL feast arrange^
the '' generally by the members of
two neiehbrnir"""^'"'^'one
invited. The
tructed on a morimg and the pamt are, however, codS

human head, and motif f"™ decorated with carvings of
Wrds. ,n the old days animals, snakes
lTJ:r -"ainly use^to"was in full prsLcii^ '̂^eady for a fight. give the alarm to the villacc to

£ve bf' PlacHn occasions as

y or ?r;"r.hSr.;
The villagers recognize tb
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different sounds, and accordingly they can understand the
purpose for which the drum has been played. Each sound has
its particular name. For example, when it is played on festival
days—the sound or variety of tones is called kham chu u.
Similarly, there are others like khoii kham tap, tham sayu, khong
khan tup, etc., which indicate sudden outbreak of fire or accident,
killing of animals like the tiger or the bear and approaching of
an enemy, respectively. The khong khan tap is not played
nowadays.

The chief of each big village has a long drum of his own,
kept at his house. To bring this drum, a festival called kham
dak le is performed by the chief at which the whole village and
sometimes neighbouring villages too, join. It is one of the grand
festivals of the Wanchos. Each chief, after he is declared as
chief, has to perform this festival. The kham dak le festival is
performed on the day when the drum is finally brought to the
village, but smaller rituals are performed at every step of the
making of the drum, right from the selection of the tree.

There is no separate morimg for the younggirls of the
village. But according to the custom, the girls generally con
gregate in some houses, perferably those of old widows and
«Ieep there. Young men come to meet the girls in these places,
gossip with them, make exchanges of gifts and some times pass
the night with the girls. The place where the girls sleep together
is called nausa jup ham, which means young girls' sleeping house.
Though there is not even a rudimentary morung for the girls in
the true sense, yet the custom indicates the existence of a
rudimentary morung organization, because the girls who sleep
together, work on many occasions in a cooperative way. They
collectively go out to bring fuel and supply to each house under
the morung. They also celebrate their own festival for bringing
firewood.

Boys of a particular morung also work collectively on a
•cooperative basis, helping widows in cultivation, in constructing
houses and on occasions of need. They together clean village
paths, water points and do such other works in the village.

There is a particular person called wangsam-pa, who is
incharge of the morung and is responsible for all works required
to be performed by the morung. Hedirects the youths to do
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Kinship terms for wife-receiver and wife donor lineage.

Relations Khamti Kaman Mishmi-

Wife :
receiver • FaSiHu Po Kiwi Chao Komou
from ego's : SiHu Nong Khui Komou
lineage • DaHu Komou

Wife donor : MoBr Jao Chao Yook
to the ego's • WiBr Jao Chee Man Nang
lineage • SoWiBr Jao Noi ?

From the above listed kin terms of the Khamti one cati^
easily group certain categories of the kins like the/f/iwi andyao
to whom females can be given and from whom females can also
be obtained as wife- The kinship terms of the Kaman Mishmi
also have a single term Komou. FaSiHu, SiHu, DaHu and
BrDaHu are all referred to as kamou. The term kamou indicates
a non-consanguineal relative and his family where a girl has
been given as wife and from whom no female can be taken as
wife. Since FaSiSo can also take a girl from the ego's family
as wife they are referred to as kamou classifying them as
potential wife-taker. But like the Khamti, for MoBr, WiBr and
DaHu there is no common term to indicate their families from
whom wife has been taken. Though the term yook is referred
to one's mother's brother and his descending generations, it
always means the family which is supposed to provide a girl as
wife to the ego's family. The customary law of the Kaman
Mishmi prohibits marriage of a person with his father's sister's
daughter and permitsmarriagewith mother'sbrother's daughter.
This automatically imposes restriction on the direct exchange of
bride between certain families at least for three generations,, if
not more. The kinship term for FaSiDa, FaBrDa, Si and
MoSiDa is chamai classifying them as non-marriageable but
MoBrDa is referred to as yook chamai indicating that the girl is
not as par with other sisters.

Though the direct exchange of bridebetween two units is^
tabooed, deviation from such norm is not totally absent among.
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the Khamti. In a village near Chowkhara out of 75 married
men only two had direct exchange of bride. In one case a man

•of a lineage of Namsoom clan married to a girl of a lineage of
Manjce clan which is supposed to be a wife-taker lineage from
•the former's lineage. Both the bride and the bridegroom had
non-traditional education, and the villagers did not take it as
violanon of rule as within two ascending generations of the boy
no g,rl was given to his lineage. In another case a man of a
Imeage of Namsoom clan married to agirl of alineage of Man-
poong clan of Manmow village. As per the norm the same
lineage of Namsoom clan cannot give a girl to « .1
lineage of Manpoong clan at least for three glerall''''"':"'"
.girl's younger brother has married to his sister's hiKh
brother's elder daughter. This was aUo not taken as an
and the couple and their children are enjoyinB thef»
religious rights as others. Needham in his analysis of rV"""'
•society has dealt with such problems of departuL f u
He says. 'For one person or another difficuUvT
awoman of the eligible category Mu,t ,1 T'®®
from the norm?' Will a man have
•category of'tu' ? is the- ^ marry a woman of the
to judge by the comln^r
particularly by a report from the related rl! societies and
not. What typically happens is that a
a marriageable one. Her genealoeical removed from
sister's daughter is entirely disregarded°°H^ '̂̂ " father*s
•ed to the appropriate category in the t ritually assign-
orders social life'. (I960 : 87) in the . which in fact
change mentioned above no such r. marriages ofdirect ex-
•marriapable' category was done """tk'
•recognised as exceptional case« tu accepted and
that the offsprings of such marriaJ Wver, feelwesfrom the recognised wi 1 in getting
find out anew unit for obtain- are to go to
aImea- of Manpoong ckril""''®" '"ambers of

•o serve that in one generation '"f Manmow it has been
soom elan of different 'k
and Momong villages. tL L! ^cngsap. ChowkhanJ
•different lineages distributed L also taken wife of clan ofUikrong, Momong and CboH'
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Icham. Such exchange of bride between two clans have also
been found in a Kaman Mishmi village where the Kri clan has
taken both the wives and husbands from three clans, namely,
Yiun, Ngaton and Pull. These clearly indicate that the clan as
such has no role to play in controlling wife-giving or wife-taking.
The families and the lineages actually avoid taking wife from
another family or lineage whom it has already given wife during
last three generations.
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CHAPTER IV

MARKET, RECIPROCITY AND SYMBOLISM
AT RUPA—A SHERDUKPEN VILLAGE

IN ARUNACHAL

B. K. ROY BURMAN

Thevillage Rupa is situated in the <innth
the headquarters of Kameng district of Arnnn iat aheight of about 4.700 feet abTve

In 1964 when the study warcond,! . o
settlement known by the same name Besid^ ^nuclear
claimed eight hamlets (Thaungreo Gnau c'
Chellen, Gecham, Brokpoblang and sl. vx"""'
These hamlets are at different distances from
further one being 16kmawav J.™'" ^lie mam core, the
does not recognise all the eight hamt.t.
sixties only the last four were consid/lf^
organisation of Rupa ^ered to be part of the village

There are also several r>tUa
different things to different people•"
not far off from the main ^ Previously Jigaon, situated
dered to be apart ofX was consi"
not like to remain clubbed wU^'Runa'Jigaon did
trative polity at the villag i under the same admiDi®'
related to the social distaiL unwillingness was more
Jigaon, than to the phvsic^i ^ people of Rupa and

Though to the outsiderftr^^ between these two places.
^ people of Jigaon are also tb®
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The rituals symbolised the principle of circulation, which,
appears to be basic to the social structure, not only ofthe
Sherdukpens, but also of most of the hill tribes of Arunachal
Pradesh. The tributes paid by the Kachari households to the
Sherdukpen households were indicators of another principle,,
which was in a nebulous state, in the context of primitive
political and economic organisation; the principle of earning
profit during the course of commodity transaction. But before
discussing the same, it is proposed to examine the symbolism of
circulation in some detail.

For ages, the most important source of livelihood of the
tribal communities of the region has been shifting cultivation. It
used to be supplemented by collection of jungle products. There
were also some household crafts at various levels of technology,
but in most cases the technology was low. The population
living in the area was, therefore, perpetually haunted by the-
spectre of starvation. But at the same time, the diversity ofthe
terrain, the differences in the proximity of themore or less stable
food producing region of the plains of Assam in the south, and
the fairly sophisticated handicraft producing centres of Tibet
And Bhutan in the north and the west, created conditions where-
reciprocity was an imperative need for survival. It was this
principle of reciprocity, which promoted circulation. It was-
symbolised in two forms; one in the form of ceremonial friend
ship, the other in the form of circulation of sacred bells and
sacred plates made of brass, which did not have any use value.
The bells and the plates were transferred from family to family-
as bride wealth. Again, these were returned to the family con
cerned, through the institution of marriage with the father's,
daughter. These were also bartered for minimum and other
valuables. The possession of these conferred status to the
household, as a recognition for the service rendered to the com
munity, by upholding the principle of circulation.

The ethos of circulation is even expressed in the lamenta
tion of the father when the daughter takes leave after marriage.
He tells her that it is part of the principle of circulation that he
should give her away, even though it rends his heart.

Circulation on thebasis of reciprocity presupposes a world
view, where accommodation and compromise constitute basic.
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organising principles in human relationship. This is symbolised
mtheir myth, where the demon who had abducted the princess,
was forgiven as soon as he apologised to her spouse, whose hire
was roused. He was even befriended and the princess, her
spouse andthe demon danced together.

Aquestion arises as to how Rupa could become the place
for exchange mcash, if reciprocity was the basic principle, not

the

To examine this question, one is to consider what are the
•an imonies of circulation and reciprocity respectively.

reciprodtvr'™","^ circulation is extortion and that ofreciprocity is market.

amonftieShed"'!"""'".''"'''"™ symbolically representedin Zour of ato'h"'- . "P ^""nour ot a gaonburah, who oppressed « j . j
goods and services for years, and asM ft S. f ' °
his deathbed. This naLtion brinj out wo n
the symbolic enunciation of the selfdest •
extortion and second, reiteration of the pr nciSe%
even to the extent of deifying a ren^m , reciprocity,
one may wonder. whether^tLea^y te e^oT"'
deified or whether it is th; prinoiole nf. '̂'"OPPressor who is
his repentance which is extolled. Perhans"fh°"'n
communicate different thines tn A-fc collective act here
the same persons in different contexts^"^^^^ Persons; or even to
It, also bring out the fact that <^hhorten associated with
of services and goods, is within ^ of control
°'ty, though its iia,ited validi V of the commu-
^ , In fact, the SherdukZ ^^^°gnised.
£ "f"' practised, social rehtin ^ considerably both in^^ .onships, Buta h in th^ eLrnal
throu?h"'°° ^"PerLde '"d not allow the acts
term L "°'P'°'=i'>'- May be in of circulatioB
even vici" ''eciprooitv , extortion was ashort
•city would when the"'^"''stitute. Onecao

^ out of gear and ""^Sanisation of recipr""=^•"1 extortion would be required to
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restore the balances. Such situations would be caused by failure
ofcrops in the plains, or in the hills; dynastic changes or shifts
in the centres of power in the plains or in Tibet or Bhutan,
introduction of improved technology inany sector of production,
expansion of transport and communication and so on. But
unmitigated extortion could not be a long term process; in that
case the whole political structure of the hills would have required
a complete reorganisation and the loosely connected tribal
entities would have been wedded into a state structure. But
there were two constraints to this; first the nature of the terrain
and the low level of technology did not provide the economic
base for sustaining the state structure; second it would have
reduced the flexibility of a larger system of economic and
political relationship which involved North East India, Tibet
and Bhutan during the pre-British period. The loosely linked
up tribal entities of Arunachal allowed the organised state to
operate their spheres of influence without directly confronting
each other, and at the same time to ensure that commodity
transactions from one area to another took place through
diverse, bat fairly stable channels. Thus it is in the interest of
maintaining a larger system or systems of relationship that the
tribes of Arunachal remained in a state of perpetual flux in their
internal relationship and were not integrated into a single polity,
Jt is easy to perceive that a single polity would have subjected
it to pressures and pulls of cultures of entirely two different
orders—one primarily based on settled agricultural economy,
the other having more diversified and at the same time techno
logically more simple base, particularly drawing upon agriculture,
animal husbandry and forestry. It would have been required
either to ally with one and confront others, or to merge comp
letely with one of them. Any of these developments would have
complicated the mutual relationships of the organised states of
this part of the world, which by virtue of the differences in the
nature of their economy, were partially interdependent on one
another. Conversely it follows that, had the wider system of
symbiotic relationship not been there, or had it broken down,
conditions conducive to the integration of the tribes of Aruna
chal into a single state structure might have prevailed.

This analysis brings out the fact that the loose ensemble



CHAPTER V

ETHNICITY AND POLITICS IN SIKKIM

S. K. CHAUBE

The Demographic Profile
Sikkim joined tlie Indian Union as its youngest and

smallest state on May 16, 1975. Its total territory (7,299 km)
constitutes 0.22% of India's total territory, its population ip"
1981 (315,682) being 0.04% ofIndia's population. As against
the average density of population in India of 221 per sq. km.
Sikkim has a density of 44 (Padmanabha, 1981).

It will at once appear from a study of the population map
of India that all the low-density states and Union territories,
are on the fringes of the Indian Union. Except the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, further, they are all located on the Himala
yan ranges or their extension in north-east India. Of course,
Sikkim is surpassed by Himachal Pradesh (density: 76^ Manipur
(54), Meghalaya (59) and Nagaland (47). However, it leads the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands (23), Mizoram (23), Jammu and

, Kashmir (22) and Arunachal Pradesh (7).

Table-1

Low Density {less than 100) States and Union Territories in India

State

Himachal Pradesh
Manipur

Density

76

64
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the borders provided by Roy Burman (1972). Sikkim s strategic
location between India and Tibet has rendered her civilization
certain special features which cannot, however, be fully appre-
ciated without a reference to her historical evolution. Oneneeds
to look into Sikkim as much as at her environs. The sweeping
assumption of the Tibetan influence on the Buddhist faith of
most peoples on the southern slope of the Himalayas (in Nepal,

'Sikkim and Bhutan), for instance, needs to be qualified by the
fact that the sects which predominate in these areas are hereti
cal' in Tibet. Tibet is under the Gelukpa sect (identified by
their yellow hats). Buddhists in Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim are
identified by their red hats.

In fact the red hat sects were the originally prevalent sects
in Tibet until the ascendancy of the Gelukpa, under the Dalai
Lamas, and with the support of the Mongol emperors of China
(Shakabpa, 1967: 96-111). During the two earlier centuries
of conflict over political hegemony in Tibet the defeated sects
•seem to have dispersed and founded their own niches around
Tibet. Subsequently, however, they appear to have established
a functional relationship with Tibet without foregoing their
autonomy.

It will also be necessary to take into account the century
of impact of British imperialism on the Himalayan states in
general and Sikkim in particular before the transfer ofpower in
India. But it is no less important to note the socio-economic
tensions that developed internally partly through such impact.

The Ethnic Profile
It is difficult to ascertain the 'original* inhabitants of

Sikkim. Apparently the two oldest groups, the Lepchas and
the Limbus, are believed to have migrated into the present-day
Sikkim, from outside Sikkim. The Bhutias are believed to have

•entered Sikkim later than the above-mentioned groups and were
originally called Khampas by themselves (Shukla, 1976: 7-8).
The indigenous name of the Lepcha was Rong and of Limbus
'Chong' (Tsong). The Lepchas used to call this land 'Neliang'
(literally the country of caverns). The name Sikkim' was pro
bably given by the Limbus who came via Nepal (and are still
'4here in a large number). The indigenous name of the country
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is Denzong (valley of rice). Both the Lepcha and the Limbu
are believed to be ofthe Kirati stock of Indo-Mongoloid group
distinguished from the Tibeto-Mongoloid Bhutia.

In the past in Sikkim the local people are believed to have
been ruled by their chiefs (pano/punu) (Shukla. 1976: 7). Main-
waring speaks of a Lepcha ano ruling about 1425 A,D. when a
Bhutia patriarch—Khye Bumsa-came to Sikkim from Kham
(1876: X). Khye Bumsa came across a Lepcha chief—Thokung
Tex—whose blessings led to Khye Bumsa having a child. The
lastLepcha ano was born in 1886 and ruled for twentv-fiv? vear.;
(Sinha, 1975: U). ^ ^

The legend about perpetuation of Khye Bumsa's dynasty
from wh.ch the first Bhut.a ruler of Sikkim-Phuntshog Namgyal.

to ineir marriage and mtermixture Th<» xxu,,*-

conscious effort to promote interiTiQr • • rulers made(Sinha, 1975: 7; Baler /w 1^
restrict an effective ^ntMmTxtoe''̂ ''-!ll'°^" selective enough to
census showed clear demarcation'̂ betWMnthat the 1971
communities ofSikkim. ^ween the major ethmc

Tibetan

Bhutia

Sikkim Bhutia
Lepcha

Gorkhali/Nepali
Others

Total Population

Tota'l Strength ^5 % of total
Population

4,627 2.20

8,064 3.84

10,891 5.19

22.316 10.63

134,275 63.99

29,670 14.14

209,843
3 99.99
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Table-4

Dominant Religious Groups in Sikkim 1971

65

Religious Group Strength as % of total
Population

Hindu 144.544 68.8R

Buddhist 62,617 29.84

Others 2.682 1.28

Total Populations 209.843 lOO.CO

(Source : Chandra Shekhar : Census of India 1971)

The above statistics reveal the fact that 18.55% of Sikkimese
people not belonging to the Bhutia category, are Buddhists.
Their strength is accounted for by the Nepalese-speaking
Buddhists, mostly Tamang, Sherpa and parts of the Newar,
Limbu and the Lepcha communities. Among the Lepchas
Buddhism predominates due to the historical reason of the
Bhutia political hold. Recently, a section of the Lepchas have
embraced Christianity. Yet, both the Buddhist and Christian
Lepchas have retained considerable tribal elements in their
religious practices (Sinha, 1975 : 6).

The Lepcha-Limbu-Bhutia triangle
The place of the Limbus in the Sikkimeselife demonstrates,

a significent impact of politics on ethnic relations. Most of the
Limbus are animists (followers of ancient bon religion) but now
broadly considered to be either Hinduized or Buddhist. They
have a distinct dialect, but are mostly considered to be Nepalese
speaking. They are supposed to have been immigrants, but art
identified with a region covering eastern Nepal and Western
Sikkim and traditionally called Limbuan.

All these dichotomies point to certain hypotheses about
their history. They are : (1) The Limbus probably had come,
from the Tsang valley in the wake of politico-religious disturb--
ances; (2) They probably settled in a region under small chief-
ships but could not develop a full-fledged state; (3) While
consolidation of the Bhutia rule in the fifteenth century led ta
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the formation of the state of Sikkim emcompassing a part of
the Limbu country, the subsequent consolidation of the Gurkha
rule led to the formation of the modern state of Nepal encom
passing the bulk of the Limbuan. Finally, when the Sikkim-
Nepal border was determined at the Donkhya range, the Limbus
'became divided under two sovereignties.

The Lepcha-Bhutia-Limbu interaction thus taken on an
interesting pattern. The Lepcha society has in the past been
permissive. While the Bhutia rulers and their retenues took
Lepcha wives, the privilege of entering such matrimonial allian
ces must have been restricted to the Lepcha elite and we find a
few Lepcha BCazis (the governing class of traditional Sikkini)>
while no Limbu could emerge to such position. On the oiher
hand, Lepcha-Limbu inter-marriage appears to have been more
frequent and at the levelof the commoners.

Nepali immigration
The biggest linguistic group in today's Sikkim is the

Nepali. The bulk of the Nepali population in Sikkim, i.e., those
excludmg the Limbu, the Magar, the Gurung, the Rai and the
Tamang-are immigrants from Nepal since the late eighteenth
^utury, followmg the Gurkha invasion of 1788-89. But the
Gurkha immigration was officially allowed in Sikkim after the

war wi h the British government, and under the British
pressure., I" 1867 the first formallease of land was granted to

The bIX ansto-
riS ® ® sudummigtation. Thisle^tension and court intrigues.

immiHauln' century tension over the Gurkl '̂
g'ew -"d influence of the NeP»'
acquired ° Though no NeP '̂ ;
landowners withmany of them become substan"the whole howe ^ 'Thikadars' (lessee landlords)-
•and ThfedarK^;^;

Pletly due to cultoai'̂ ^^If disappeared almostcultural and social integration of both etb»'

i'{>
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groups to a large extent through inter-marriage and a sort
of combined aristocracy and landlordship of the other
communities had emerged. The problem of Lepcha
peasants and thatof Nepali peasants has however remained
the same and they continued to be exploited by the land
lords without ethnic distinctions. Some of them also
migrated to neighbouring British territory (Shukia, 1979 •
46).

Class and ethnicity
Class and ethnicity intertwined in the chequered political

'process mSikkim about the time of the transfer of power in
^aia. Silckim was categorized as an 'Indian state' under the
Government of India Act, 1935. When the Constituent Assem
bly of India started working out the Indian Constitution repre-
^ntatives of the princely states were sent thert. Himmatsingh
K Maheswari represented the Sikkim and Cooch Behar group
of states. On December 5, 1947 the first political party was
organized in Sikkim with the name of the Sikkim State Congress
and with a multi-communal leadership. Its chairman was a
Bhutia commoner, Tashi Tsering (Ibid : 4^

HI Congress demanded (1) abolition oflandlordism. (2) formation of an interim government to have
the way for apopular ministry and (3) accession of Sikkim in
Jndia. The Sikkim Maharaja accepted the first two demands and
rejected the third. The Maharaja founded an interim government
with three secretaries-nominees of the State Congress—who
quickly changed side and defied the party's mandate to resign.
1he then Crown Prince (subsequently the last Chogyal), Palden
rhondup Namgyal. got a National Party organized in April
WS, under Sonam Tsenng, one of the renegades, emphasizing

e Bhutia-Lepcha distinctiveness and opposing merger This
rendered a militancy to Sikkim State Congress on the one hand
anl created bad blood within it on the other.

I The Maharaja formed the first ministerial government with
ive ministers, on May 9, 1948. Three of them were the nomi-
,3e^s of the State Congress and belonged to the three different
:ommunities: Tashi Tsering, who acted like the Chief Minister
^as aBhutia, Dimik Singh, aLepcha, and C.D, Rai, aNepali.'
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The official nominees were Dorji Dadul (a Bhutia) and Reshmi
Prasad Alley (a Nepali). The Chief Minister had no control
over the Sikkim durbar, made of the Maharaja's supporters.
This led to such an unhappy situation that the Indian Govern
ment had to intervene and dismiss the ministers. A new system
of a Dewan deputed by the Government of India—with total
administrative power took its place.

In May 1951 the Maharaja entered into negotiation with
the National Party and the State Congress and hit upon a
'parity formula' over the election of a state council whereby the
Bhutia-Lepcha population would have six seats, the Nepali
population six seats and the Maharaja's nominees five seats in
a 17-raember council. Tashi Tsering refused to sign the agree
ment callmg It unjust and communal' (Ibid : 57) The Nepali

accepted?^ representatives of the State Congress, however,.
Acceptance of the parity formula by the State Congress

Hepali-Lepcha-Bhutia if
®< The parity formula pushed the BW monarchy-
it I Tashi Tsering was replaced in th ? •
: lil i Lhendup Dorji Khanesarnn i, ®Congress by Kaz>

whose uLe LePcha, W
Tsering soon died as afrustrated m!' background. TasW
inactions and power

Council, on August 7, 1953, totheStajJ
Bhutia-Lepcha seats ""nithem. The State ^Palace had its five nominees .g
Nepalese. In the new '̂̂ '?^ cU-
tive, was in charge of ^ewan, as the chief
there were two executive subjects. Besides the
subjects: Kashi Rai with the transfer''̂
and Sonam Tserine '"^Presenting the State Cong
experiment proved tn the National Party. '
ethnic demarcations were^ h •
Kazi Lhendup Dorii's « ®®oniing increasingly pronJ'

own position was becoLg unten^bl®
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km. encompassed in varying elevations ranging from 224 to
8,534 metres (800 to 28000 ft) above mean sea-level. The whole
of Sikkim is mountainous, especially the north, east and west
regions. There are many high ranges and lofty peaks, eternally
under snow and the loftiest of them all is the famous Khang-
chendzonga which is also intimately connected with the socio-
religious life of the inhabitants and is supposed to be the
protecting deity of Sikkim. But even the existence of these high
ranges forming the physical boundary of Sikkim, it was not
isolated to that extent as expected due to the presence of
numerous passes, including the Jelep-la-Pass and the famous
Nathu-la-Pass through which people traditionally used to mig
rate or visit Sikkim regularly. . .

The name of Sikkim is an appellation of Nepalese ongm
—Sukkim meaning peace and happiness. The Tibetans called it

the hidden valley of rice. It was also known tothe
Lepchas, one of the early inhabitants of Sikkim, as Nye-Maed.
or heaven.

Sikkim was under fcudalistic order for about three cen
turies and a quarter and remained relatively isolated from the
developed and developing countries. Again, because of the
severe climatic conditions and hilly terrain, the only popular
means of transport is road. Infact, a few years back, transport
and communication systems were in a very badshape. However,
at present, Gangtok, the state capital, is well connected by roads
with different nearby places of West Bengal like Darjeeling,
Kalimpong and Siliguri and all the district headquarurs of
Sikkim. Besides the Sikkim Nationalised Transport which ply
regular services connecting these places, private buses and taxis
are also available. The nearest air port is Bagdogra in West
Bengal situated 124 km. from Gangtok. The two closest railway
stations are Siliguri (114 km) and New Jalpaiguri Junction (125
km). The river Tista and its tributaries are perennial rivers, but
they are not safe for nevigation. This relative isolation, however,,
has helped this region to maintain its tradition and culture to a
great extent.

In the past, a large number of communities with varied,
socio-cultural background migrated to Sikkim. The earliest
settlers in Sikkim were the Lepchas who are supposed to have
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rations of the people of the area. It has apopulatioti of 315 682
according to 1981 census living in 215
falling in four districts. East. North. South and West^ About
83.77% of its inhabitants live in „
biggest town of this state has apopulaUon of 36,768. In Sikkiro.
the average general density of population is 4.

The present population of Sikkim .s
Lepcha, who are supposed to be one of the early °
the state, the Bhotias, who can.e some centuries ago and the
Nepalis—who are more recent immirgants and now const tuteSorUy covering about 75 per cent of the total popu^t.on
The Lepchas and the-Bhotias are rougWy 1̂ per cent and^l2
percent of the population respectively. The three E P P
their own languages, namely Lepcha, Silck.mese (Bhot.a) and

Sikkim, two-thirds of the population are Hindus and
alittle lesftto one-third are Buddhists. The rural urban
differential in the distribution of the Hindus is qmte marked m
Sm Thl number of the Hindus per 100 of the population s
fi^toall areas 69 for rural areas and only 24 for urban areas.
In Sikkim, the proportion ofthe Hindus to

and less than one per a g^o^vth

"" M-W o(tb.p.puWon (19%)...An ovciw^ „ tViP ruUivated area is estimated to be

of Ae total a^ea of the State. About 1/3 of the areaonly ll/o ot forests Naturally, woods are avaiable

m plen y. cardamom, oranges, apples, potatoes,
grown along ,„damom. oranges and potatoes.

agriculture animal husbandry, pig-raising and poultry
are'followed S ma^y either as primary occupation or to supple-
mLt the need. Only a very few local persons are mbusiness.
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Beautiful wood carvings in the chapel demonstrate the markedly
impressive craftsmanship of the artists. One may also find such
examples in other places, the most important of which is the
Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology, a world famous insti
tute having the third largest collection of Tibetan books on
Manayana Buddhism in the world. There are also over 200
icons, prized objects of art and a number of rare tlwnkas
(tapestries) which are internationally acclaimed. This is also a
centre for study of the Buddhist scholars from all overthe world.
In the monasteries, wood was largely used not only to decorate
or preparing altars or images of the deities, in many places
preachings were also written in the beautifully decorated wood.

Now the different arts and crafts of Sikkim, the nature of
involvement of the different communities in them and the present
condition of the different crafis will be discussed. In this context,
a discussion on the history of crafts of Sikkim may be useful.

The earliest known art forms in Sikkim do not go back
before the I5th-16th century A.D. This partially explains that
the Lepchas did not have the culture of art. However, the
earliest forms were rather crude carvings in relief placed on the
chhorten (receptachles of worship). A chhorten is a kind of
miniature stupa whose origial function, that of housing relics of
the Buddha or other Great Teachers, was later combined with
religious significance. The chhortens also marked the route of
pilgrims found for the holy places of Buddhist legend. More
than a thousand years after King Ashoka built the first
this architeclural design reached Tibet in its maturity in the 8th
century A.D. The first chhorten in Sikkim were built after
Tibetan models and other shapes were fixed by definite measure
ments and designs. The earliest forms of stone reliefs used for
outer decoration of the chhortens go back to a period perhaps
before Phuntsog Namgyal (born in 1604 A.D.) who was the first
consecrated ruler of Sikkim.

The ascendency of the Namgyal house marks the begining
of the Sikkimese art, the cultural influences of which can be
traced to the origin claimed by the rulers of Sikkim. The
Namgyals claim to bethe descendants of the legendary king,
Indrabodh who, according to one tradition, was the king of
Zahor, or what is now Mandi in Himachal Pradesh.
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and the Nepali, The "Dragon*' jewellery made in Ganglok, is^
famous and is made in cuff-lings, rings, earrings, necklaces, etc.
The gold and lead jewellery of the Nepalis is also very popular.
Articles, such as ash-trays, nut-bowls, spoons, and religious,
artifacts in the Bholia pattern are often made.

The metal objects that are most attractive, are pots and
jugs of various beautiful shapes and types. They reveal best of
all that mysterious, ancient culture which is the most charac
teristic and most basic contribution of native origin to the mix
ture termed Lamaist art. Some times they do not look very
artistic, worked less precisely than the other objects, but they
have what is called a touch of folk art, and thus has a certain,
beauty any iconographic treatment which makes them all the
more attractive.

Arts and crafts on stone and clay do not seem to be very
popular with the craftsmen. However, small stones are often,
inserted to decorate a particular object.

Crafts made of bamboo and cane are often seen, but they
are less popular and less honourable.

Wood carving is one of the most important crafts of
Sikkim. The different articles or objects produced by the wood
carvers may be either movable or immovable. The difference
between immovable and movable objects is not of design. The-
same designs are used both on movable and immovable objects.
The designs on wood are first carved and pointed. After this,
if it is fixed on a movable object, it will be movable, and if it is
fixed on a wall or a window or a door, then it becomes immov
able wood-craft. The immovable wood-crafts are mostly seen m.
the gumphas and in the houses of well-to-do persons. The
common movable objects prepared by the craftmen are discussed
below It may be pointed out here that some of the objects are
traditionally prepared, some, however, have newly emerged
considering the commercial demands of some of the articles
and are mostly prepared by some of the commcrcial firms
emerged recently.
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frontier districts. The British got a foothold in the Himalaya^
in 1817; got an ally in the form of the Gurkhas (Nepalese) and
also took tne vulnerable Sikkimpatti under their wings. The pro
cess began in 1835, when the grant of Darjeeling was secured
from Sikkim. All through the treaty of 1861 between the two,
the process was complete in 1868, when Sikkim became an
Indian princely state within the British Empire. Kalimpong.
Jalpaiguri, parts of Goalpara. Kamrup and Darang wjre acquj-
ed after the Duar was with Bhutan m 1864- 65 and a pliable
principality was established in Bhutan in 1907 with acknow
ledged British support. And subsequently, the two Maharajas^
attended the Delhi Durbars knowing fully well that only the
British feudatories did so. .

Thutub Namgyal was consecrated as the ruler of S.kk m
in 1874. In contrast with the Bhutan scene, the Sikkimese ruler
had lost everything—his kingdom, his crown an c
Prince-and spent years in captivity at ICurseong. All these
happened mainly because of bis style °f f-f
trary to the then dominant British emperical
the Himalayan region. The paharias (The ur and
lese) played a significant role in execution o Eastern
that's how the present international boundaries m Easter
Himalayas come to be established ^ '̂̂ in three decade of the
Sikkimese takeover. Slowly but steadily, t epa
as the dark horse of the British metropohtan ;
entire Himalayan foothills. They were encouraged
the malarial tarai and duars at farmers. T ey .j,
cattle rearing, animal husbandary and ^a.rv Pro^s
were firs, hired to clear the forest
fiourising timber industry. With the introduction °f ^
tion they turned to be reliable plantation hands All throuj
they were employed in the armed and para-mi itary forces, so
much so that by the turn of the 19th century, they emerged ^
a verv dominant ethnic force in the Eastern

"They were seen by the British as the mos reliable fo ward
columns of the British interests. Herbert Risely who wrote he
Gazetteer of Sikkim, identified the Sikkimese scenario mthe
context of the Nepalese :
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"The Lepchas are rapidly dying out; while from the west
the industrious... Gurkhas of Nepal are pressing forward
.... Here also religion will play a leading part in Sikkim
as m India Hinduism will assuredly cast out Budhism and
the praying wheel ofLama will give place to the sacrificial
implement of the Brahmin. The land will follow the
cr^d;.... Thus, race and religion... will settle the Sikkim
difnculty for us in their own way". (1894 : XXI)

This was the phase in the Sikkimese history, when Sikkim

Gangtok. The royal couple spent better part of their rule in
e^.le and .mpr,sonment and they lost two of their elder prince"

the eldest one in voluntary exile nnH
killed by a callous medical diagnosis Tashi
prince of the Thutubs. was entirely a ''f
next ruler. He was tutored, groomed and j creation as the
Officer. If his father was recalcitrant and indolent h""'
ineffective and of retiring nature was weak,
and even his family affairs such'a,
ances were arranged by the Political^
strong British paternalistic care th^ Under such a
subsistence slash-and-burn and for ^ emerged from the
peasant economy. The Marwa ' to the settled wet
already established the strone ^eswali merchants had
economy. The earlier commu^^i^^^ British metropolitan
into contractual lease system on was changed
was well integrated into the Rrif J Pattern, the Sikkim
°f all these. SikkimCam of the buffer-states on thp ^ significant place in the
'ng frorn Afganis.an ,0 Burl ^

'̂ ^nllQlwo WnrM u,
Underwent British policy towards theto movement in India. nLT""'""'®®

'"^^Pendent entities Afganistan were recogo'̂ ®^«rher efforts to show tc d advised against tWMia. And the British em^ '̂ '̂Macler separate fro®
inf 'heir commu 7Indian ruletSI"dia. As the strategl bv integrating Sikki®

2^ elites in Delhi had given a
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thought to the relationship between the Himalayan states vis-a
vis India such advices came handy to them.

The movement for democratization in the Himalayan
states was addressed to the British empire as well as the feudal
rulers. It was primarily a movement of the Nepalese peasants,
which was led by semi-educated lower middle class leaders as a
whole. They did neither the ideological sophistication, nor the
organizational skill nor the larger political perspective. As a
whole, it was a confused ad-hoc movement against some vague
targets. Their slogans, symbols, and action programmes were
not much relevant to their local situations. And ihat is why
when the first Government in Sikkim was dismissed in May
1949 after its 29 days existence, the State Congress leadership
was not only demoralized, but was also much confused because
the State Congress drew inspiration from the Indian democratic
ethos and leadership. It happened because the Indian Union
under the Congress had changed its previous preference. In the
new situation, Sikkim meant the Maharaja of Sjkkim rather
than the people of Sikkim. Thus, the administration was once
more handed back to the paternalistic care of the bureaucrats.
Perhaps this might have helped the staggering feudal structure
to get strengthened at the cost of the democratic forces.

What resulted on the Sikkimese political scene came
to be known as the democratic fraud of the parity formula, a

concession to the feudal authority. The then Crown Prince got
the Sikkim National Party, an anti-thesis to the Sikkim State
Congress, floated with his fund and personnel. The durbar
getting encourged, started its manoeuvre against the State Con
gress, which had been espousing the anti-feudal democratic
cause. It was a vulnerable movement because of its weak social
base. Thus, it was divided on the communal and factional lines.
Consequently, politics as a means to do away with the feudal
oppression came to be identified with political horse-tradings
manipulations, defections and fragility of the political parties.

Among the other reasons for 1973-74 happenings the
unreasonable and inflated international personage of Sikkim
propped up by the then ruler and some courtrieis may be iden
tified. And that is why what happend in Sikkim in 1973-'75 was
neither an invasion nor a revolution. It was simply a matter of
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changed priority from point of view of New Delhi. The then
ruler had possibly overplayed his limited role; gone beyond his
brief; and was already nursing an inflated international stature
Xor himself. This should be restrained for greater interest of
India. Give it any name, but that's what actually happened.

This could have also happened in 1949, had there been a
positive democratic movement against the colonial and feudal
structure. Because of the ethnic complexity, such a movement
was also vulnerable to dissention. The Bhotias had identified
themselves with the ruling dynasty, Kazi aristocracy, lamaist
monastic privileges and an overall feudal-cura-theocratic
anachronism. The autochthonous Lepchas were too weak and
oppressed to assert themselves. Because of their mild, indolent
and conflictless temper, they are normally clubbed with their
•coreligionists-the Bhotias. The Nepalese immigrants, broadly
•divided into the Kirati, Newari and the Gorkhali slocks are
further divided into various social segments ofcastes and tribes
They may be Hindus, lamaists or even the animists. Hindus are
broadly divided into tagodhari (the refined) and maM (those
who may drmk mtoxicant drinks") .u .
dress, food habits and a largl comZ
unify them into an identifiable Nepali stock" u tradition
perseverent and gregarious comLnitr it . °' w? v
which had been expandine from "n i ^ mobile stock
Sikkim, Bhutan and then to eastern T Darjeeling,
but steady flow of humanity from^h.
populated Nepalese hills to thp T "impoverished and ovei-
ped resource potential eastern hu plentiful untap-

With the above ethnir Ko i'
survey the Sikkime^e background, it may be easier toby the non-Nepali SikWmefThough it was led
organised by the Neo 1 " effectively
base reflecting their activities. As their social
these functionaries ha it °P®y®''°nal sphere, was always weak,
affiliations. In the proce«"^""®® changing their political
of afighter for the cause'^ consistent image
«ufiered from the neo-rich n 1*^ "PP^^sed masses. They also
problem is not of selline In this way the present
Sikkim, but availability of the soul or body of

an Organizationally skilled and eX"
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•perienced political enterpreneur, who could galvanize the
Sikkimese belaboured mass into an effective force.

The muddled political scenario of theocratic feudal Bhotia
inwardedness, the Lepcha's loss of nerve and the Nepalese pro
pensity to manupulative politics and organizational unpredict
ability has created a number of paradoxes. These may be
identified as three inter-related levels.

The actual status of the Nepalese, a large immigrant
community from another sovereign state, has to be determined.
How do they belong to the Indian commonwealth of various
cultural nationalities as others do ? In what ways their language,
culture, traditions and history are Indian ? Will the efforts of
the Nepalese to seek for the Indian indentity be construed as the

•extention of the genuine policies, programmes and traditions of
Nepal ? Before one tries to answer the above issues one must be
frank enough in accepting certain reservations in India about
the Nepalese. Firstly some of the leaders of the Indian freedom
movement had thought a section of the Nepalese as the faithful
British allies. Secondly, the Nepalese belong to a country which
claims to be the only Hindu country in the world; while India
proclaims from the house-top her recently acquisitioned secular
political culture. Will these two genuine strands of the traditions
not lead to a possible conflict of the values ? Thirdly, the issue
of the Indian Nepalese may be linked with the problems of the
immigrant Indians in Nepal. During the last two hundred years
the Nepalese rulers encouraged the peasants from the Gangetic
plains to clear the hot, humid and malarial terai forests. While
the hillmen from the interior and eastern Nepal were migrating
eastward in India, the Deswalis were engaged in turning the
negative terai into the most precious economic bastion. It is also
a fact that the Deswalis and the Paharis fought shoulder to
shoulder against the feudal oppression. Both have their kinsmen
across the border and share some common cultural and religious
tradition. Not only that; more privileged among them, educated
•at Varanasi, Lucknow, Patna and Calcutta, saw little difference
between Hindi and Nepali written in devnagri script.

Since 1960, much water has flown in the Bagmati. The
resurgent ('Rising' as they callit) Nepal has changed its prior
ities. Instead of the past common heritage of culture, religion.
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